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Today we are talking about….





Search experience at Faire





Anatomy of a search



Anatomy of a search



Enhancing the search experience

- Unlock the science behind search 
relevancy

- Search is particularly important in 
context of  e-Commerce



Enhancing the search experience

- Features are float values with
some underlying meaning such as

- num_countries_sold_in
- avg_fulfillment_days_trailing_7_days

- Features are engineered and defined on 
the offline and eventually propagated to
online feature store



The need for democratizing the feature store



The need for democratizing the feature store

- No feature visibility across teams

- No clear process to separate
online features from offline

- Non-standardized error-prone
backfilling with no clear notion
of point-in-time joins

- Overhead costs on ElasticCache
and Snowflake



The need for democratizing the feature store



Feature Store Framework
- All features are defined as SQL with their

Python configurations

- Each feature can be configured separately
with its own metadata

Examples
- specify if available online
- feature description
- author

- All configuration is fed into a queryable
feature registry



Feature Store Framework

High-level config dataclasses

Low-level APIs



Feature Store Framework



Adopting new Airflow features



Adopting new Airflow features

- Be proactive in adopting new versions of Airflow

- New features have greatly improved cluster performance

- Notable features:
- Dynamic Task Mapping
- Task Groups (easier visual dag management)
- Deferrable operators for long running tasks such as AWS Batch jobs



Extending the framework for feature backfills



- Use mixins to
extend operator
capabilities

- Allows adding new
features to low-level
APIs without breaking

Best practices for designing extensible 
frameworks



Airflow beyond workflow management



Key Takeaways



Credits

- Wayne Zhang for his guidance on the offline feature store framework

- Analytics Engineering team for their feedback on table snapshot tooling

- Core Data Infra team for their constant support with Airflow and Snowflake

- Machine Learning Platform team for dealing with on-call issues and 
providing stakeholder support

- My wife’s constant support 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/yanwei-wayne-zhang-314597ab/


Wrap Up & Questions

- Careers @ Faire: faire.com/careers/

- Where to find Rafay
- LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/mrafayaleem/
- Airflow Slack: @Rafay Aleem
- Twitter: @mrafayaleem
- Email: contact@mrafayaleem.com
- Newsletter: mrafayaleem.com/#/portal/
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